
Professional Outreach Program in the Schools (POPS)

Annual Report/Recertification Application
to the Utah State Board of Education

2021 – 2022

2021-22 Total Services Provided
Districts | Charter schools| Schools | Home School Students* | Instructional Hours

26 12 170 7 515

Teachers in-person | Students in-person |Teachers Virtual | Students Virtual

1,072 18,585 1,334 32,775

*Home school student numbers are NOT included in the total number of students
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Name of POPS Organization: Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company
Name of Executive Director: Jena C. Woodbury
Name of Education Director: Ai Fujii Nelson
Email Address: education@ririewoodbury.com
Direct Phone #: 801-297-4213
Address: Rose Wagner Performing Arts Center, 138 West Broadway
City, State, Zip: Salt Lake City, UT 84101
Organization’s Arts Education Mission Statement:
Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company has been involved in dance education initiatives since the Company began
59 years ago. Ririe-Woodbury is committed to furthering contemporary dance as an accessible and valued
art form through performance and dance education that raise the standards, deepen the understanding,
and promote personal connections with dance.
Federal Tax ID#: 8 7 - 0 2 9 4 3 4 1 This number verifies required 501©(3) Nonprofit Status

Investment in POPS/Collaboration, Peer Evaluation and Program Improvement:

A. Have you or a representative or your organization regularly attended the POPS meeting during the
past 4 years?   Yes__X___ No____

B. Have you or a representative regularly participated in POPS assignments and legislative
presentations?    Yes__X___ No_____

C. What was the year of your last peer review? 2022
D. What did you learn and implement from the review?

Ririe-Woodbury’s  POPS peer review took place at the Student Matinee at the Mid-Valley Performing
Arts Center in April 2022. We learned that some aspects of our programs were very strong, such as
student engagement, professional caliber performance, and the interactive nature of our content.
The age appropriateness seemed to be right on target as well. We are committed to maintain these
excellent qualities for the future matinees. We received constructive feedback about the Teacher
Guide which accompanied the performance. One of the comments came right after the first
performance, allowing the Education Director Ai Fujii Nelson to swiftly revise her live narration for
the remaining performances. Teachers were reminded about the performance correlation to the
Teacher Guide and encouraged to use it to follow up with the student’s theater experience.

Other comments were helpful for the improvement of the content of the Teacher Guide. We will
definitely implement the time expectations for each activity in the Guide to help teachers gauge
their time commitment. When appropriate, we will also consider including a recorded video link for
teachers to click and see visual representation of what is discussed in the Guide. As far as the
graphic design goes, we received a great tip about a service called Canva.com, which we will look
into for a future project to improve the layout of our material. We believe that the POPS peer
support is incredibly valuable and necessary - POPS peers affirm our Company’s positive
achievements, and guide us to the right direction when we do not quite have it figured out internally
and in need of outside perspectives.

E. Have you actively participated in peer review of other organizations?              Yes__X___     No_____
F. In what ways have the members of your organization’s education department pursued professional

development as educators/artists/administrators?
Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company is dedicated to pursuing ongoing inclusion across race, gender,
culture, spirituality, identity, age, ability, and experience. Dance is a timeless form of human
expression and inspiration, and through dance, we are committed to fostering equity, diversity,
access, and inclusion for all. The Company stands against racism and continues to engage in
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meaningful internal dialogue to make measurable changes to our policies, procedures, and
programming to meet all of these goals. It has been in this spirit that we have been selecting the
professional development opportunities to engage with in recent years.

In the spring of 2021, our Education Director, Outreach Director, and Artistic Director
participated in a workshop about cultural accessibility called Breaking Barriers, facilitated by the
Utah Division of Arts and Museums. This prepared our Company with the necessary language,
knowledge, and confidence to make the important next step of incorporating this work into our
programs. Bolstered by this training, we launched a new series called Moving Parts Family and
Sensory Friendly Performances, which welcomed individuals with a variety of needs, including, but
not limited to; young children and their families, people on the autism spectrum, people who are
deaf and hard of hearing, as well as first-time theatergoers to our season performances and student
matinees.

In addition, Ai Fujii Nelson, the Education Director has participated in several online workshops
during the school year 2021-22 including DEL (Dance Education Laboratory at 92 street Y in New
York City)’s DELving into Dance History: Scholar and Artists Perspectives on Dance and Culture, DEL’s
Anti-Racist Dance Applications, and DEL’s Body Percussion workshop. These workshops inspired and
informed the contents of our online teaching as well as the in-person Dancer Training Workshop and
Teacher Workshop.

1. BUDGET EXPENDITURE REPORT AND INCOME SOURCE REPORT

Total Allocation: Legislative
Appropriation

Funding Leveraged
from Other Sources

Total Expenditures
on Approved
Education Programs

Legislative
Appropriation %
of Total
Expenditures

Salaries $ 147,155.34 $ 147,155.34 $ 294,310.68 62.3%

Employee Benefits $ 29,431.07 $ 29,431.07 $ 58,862.14 12.5%

Purchased
Professional &
Technical Services

$ 31,870.99 $ 31,870.99 $ 63,741.98 13.5%

Purchased
Property Services

$ 8,598.31 $ 8,598.31 $ 17,196.62 3.6%

Other Purchased
Services

$ 6,612.78 $ 6,612.78 $ 13,225.56 2.8%

Travel $ 6,397.49 $ 6,397.49 $ 12,794.98 2.7%

Property Including
Equipment

Other (Not eligible
for indirect)

TOTAL $ 236,182.50 $ 236,182.50 $ 472,365.00 100.0%
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Total Allocation: Carryforward Legislative Appropriation
Expenditures

Salaries $ 21,902.18

Employee Benefits $ 4,380.44

Purchased Professional &
Technical Services

$ 5,378.04

Purchased Property Services $ 403.50

Other Purchased Services $ 1,151.07

Travel $ 5,113.43

Supplies and Equipment $ 11,180.13

Property Including Equipment

Other (Not eligible for indirect)

TOTAL $ 49,508.79

2. 2021 - 2022 TOTAL SERVICES PROVIDED

Districts Charters Schools Home School
Students*

Hours Teachers
in-person

Students
in-person

Teachers
Virtual

Students
Virtual

26 12 170 7 515 1,072 18,585 1,334 32,775

*Home school student numbers are NOT included in the total number of students
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A scene from our film resource, Creative Leaps: Inspirations from Contemporary Art and Dance,
PC: Twig Media Lab

3. DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAMS AND SERVICES

INTRODUCTION
The 2021-22 school year felt like a slow awakening and transitioning period from the shock of the pandemic

to the “new normal” ways of student-teacher interaction and connection. At a juncture like this, the

Company knew that dance contributes to the student’s and teacher’s overall well-being; mental, emotional,

physical, and even social well-being in a profound way. Therefore, we have been particularly mindful of the

power of dance and movement in combating the aftermath of the pandemic school life. We strived to

increase the amount of in-person educational activities with utmost caution and attention to Covid safety,

and we can’t emphasize enough how amazing it has been to be able to work with students and teachers

again in person. We did not throw away the lessons we learned during the pandemic. We used this

knowledge to create additional online/virtual opportunities which are both live (remote dance classes) and

asynchronous (film resources), and made them easily accessible and available to  public school educators

and students from all over Utah. As a result, our education program became more robust and

multidimensional this year. Please see below for the descriptions and details of the various and specific

ways in which we served the students and educators during 2021-22.

A. In-person creative dance classes, master classes, and workshops … Page 6

B. In-Person Residency Programs … Page 11

C. In-Person Student Matinees and Lecture-Demonstrations … Page 13

D. In-Person Rural Tours … Page 18

E. Virtual Live (live-streamed, synchronous) Programs … Page 19

F. Virtual Asynchronous Programs: Film and Other Resources … Page 22
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A. In-person creative dance classes, master classes, and workshops

CREATIVE DANCE CLASSES FOR K-6
Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company dancers, Education Director Ai Fujii Nelson, and Outreach Director Juan

Carlos Claudio taught in-person creative dance classes to students at K-6 grade levels through a variety of

programs this year. One notable program was the Park City School District’s Friday Enrichment Program,

which allowed us to dance with 4th and 5th graders from all four Park City schools during the year. We

visited each school twice, 3 hours at a time.  We started out with a group warm-up, then had creative

sessions in smaller groups, followed by the culminating performance/sharing with everybody.

In connection with our season performances, we also taught Step, Hop, Jump creative movement classes at

three different theater venues. We offered these classes as part of the package where the students

experienced dancing and creating during class, followed by a live season performance by our Company. It

was designed so that students could immediately connect the dots between what they learned and how

movement and creativity could be elevated by the professional dancers. We danced with 816 students and

75 teachers in this age group in-person this year, which to us was an accomplishment, following a very

difficult year of nearly zero in-person dance opportunities.

Company dancer Alexander Pham teaching Y.A.I.M. students

Y.A.I.M. (YOUNG ARTISTS IN MOTION) AND 7-12 GRADE MASTER CLASSES
Middle school and high school dancers were eagerly back in the studio this year as well. In order to meet

the demand, we secured several different avenues to connect with and serve the dancers and educators at

these grade levels. We hosted a series of pop-up workshops called Y.A.I.M. master classes, held at the Rose

Wagner Performing Arts Center.  Company dancers taught a three hour workshop consisting of a technique
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class and an elective such as hip hop, K-pop choreography, or composition to young dancers from middle or

high schools. . Unfortunately,  we had to cancel one of the three scheduled Y.A.I.M. events in January due to

the Covid surge. However, we still managed to have two meaningful events in October 2021 and April 2022.

The demographics and geographic locations of where the students come from varied this year; 11 different

schools from three different districts (Davis, Murray, and Salt Lake) as well as two charter schools and one

homeschool. A diverse community of students, who normally do not dance together, had an opportunity to

cross paths; dance, learn, and create together because of our Y.A.I.M. events. These are very intimate

processes where the Company dancers can give full attention to each student’s progress and growth -

something that hardly happens at other large workshops and festivals. We are committed to developing this

special learning opportunity for aspiring young dancers for next season.

Additionally, we visited different high school dance programs at their own schools to teach master classes

throughout the year, as well as providing  the opposite scenario where we hosted a workshop/field trip day

for a middle school at the Rose Wagner. We served 370 students and 13 educators through such in-person

dance events with this age group.

I learned that dance isn’t about tricks or technique, it’s about sending a message and being yourself.

- Y.A.I.M. student

MOVE-IT TEACHER WORKSHOP
During the summer of 2021, Ririe-Woodbury held the annual Move-It Teacher Workshop for middle and

high school teachers. s. Classes were taught daily from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. at the Rose Wagner

Performing Arts Center. Ririe-Woodbury Education Director Ai Fujii Nelson, Outreach Director Juan Carlos

Claudio, University of Utah Assistant Professor Natalie Desch, Utah Valley University faculty Amy Markgraf,

and Weber State University faculty Joseph Blake taught and inspired the participants the whole week with a

variety of lesson plans. The workshop proved to be an amazing opportunity for sharing  with peer

educators, in-person, move and learn together once again. Classes in contemporary modern technique,

improvisation, choreography, theory, and

elective dance styles provided participants the

opportunity for artistic and pedagogical

renewal and rejuvenation. Participants also

had active and ongoing discussions about

aligning what they learned at our workshop

and student's growth within the Utah State

Dance Core. The chance to reconnect and

exchange ideas with peers helped the teachers

become adaptable and inspirational in their

interactions with their students, especially at

this time of transition out of the pandemic

world. Nine secondary school dance teachers

from Granite, Murray, Canyons, Davis, Jordan,
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and Alpine school districts left the workshop with a sense of confidence, growth, and empowerment

supported by a strong community.

I love the challenging technique classes that get us moving, I love the classes that help us break down

concepts for beginners, I love all the different improv ideas and activities, I love the variety of the classes we

had, and I love the collaboration time with other master teachers. I look forward to this workshop every year

because I know I will leave bursting with ideas and inspiration for my students.

- 2021 Move-It Teacher Workshop participant, a dance educator from Alpine District

I loved the brave space this workshop gave me to be vulnerable and in the process learn and grow and gain

confidence that was needed.

- 2021 Move-It Teacher Workshop participant, a dance educator from Davis District

Move-It Teacher Workshop Objectives

● Provide teachers with realistic, structured, non-threatening and unique ideas on how to use dance in
their classroom/studios, either in-person or remotely

● Provide State re-licensure points or USBE credits to the participating teachers

● Provide networking and opportunities to share with other teachers

● Provide opportunity to improve personal technical and creative skills

● Provide exposure to innovative and contemporary guest artists in their crafts

PC: Stuart Ruckman
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MOVE-IT YOUNG DANCER
WORKSHOP
Three sets of two-day intensive MOVE-IT

Young Dancer Workshops for high school

students are also held each summer at the

Rose Wagner Performing Arts Center.

Company dancers teach technique and a

variety of elective dance classes each day

from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., often with entire

high school dance companies attending. We

strive to provide an extended opportunity for

the most dedicated and ambitious young

dancers to interact with professional dancers

as well as dancers from other schools. In the

summer of 2021, we were excited to get back into the studio in-person with the young dancers in our

community. We had 62 passionate dancers from four high schools (Davis, Farmington, Granger, Richfield)

from three school districts (Granite, Davis, and Sevier).

I’ve always struggled with improv more so the workshop we did on that each day really helped me and i’ll

carry it with me throughout my dance years.

- 2021 Move-It Young Dancer Workshop student

This workshop helped me to get a better idea of how I can use movement to create something from scratch

and the thought of choreography doesn’t seem so daunting anymore. I also learned how to be looser and

use more of my body when dancing which I think is a useful skill.

- 2021 Move-It Young Dancer Workshop student

Move-It Young Dancer Workshop Objectives

● Help high school students understand and develop skills in the elements of dance (Utah State Core
Standards)

● Provide high school students with intensive training in technique and other facets of contemporary
dance

● To reach out, connect, and build relationships with Utah High School dance educators and their
student
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DANCER TRAINING 1-WEEK INTENSIVE WORKSHOP

Another in-person event we had earlier in the

year was Company Dancer Training. Developing

professional dancers as excellent and intuitive

teachers of children is part of the Company

mission. A component to our professional training

is a one-week intensive workshop for Company

dancers in creative teaching techniques for

children in the classroom or via Zoom, facilitated

by Education Director Ai Fujii Nelson. During this

week, Ai Fujii Nelson, Juan Carlos Claudio, and

current Company members teach, observe, and

evaluate each other.

Company organized the dancer training workshop in July of 2021 to prepare for the school year 21-22, and

worked with students in the community in a COVID safe manner by holding outdoor dance classes. In

addition to teaching and interacting with young students, Company members held various workshops to

learn and discuss important topics in education such as: Utah State Core Curriculum, teaching creative

movement, classroom management, basic teaching terms in Spanish, culturally relevant and sensitive

language for teaching, percussion accompaniment for teaching, and Ririe-Woodbury’s philosophy and

pedagogy. Company dancers used the knowledge and resources from this one-week training for the rest of

the year for all of our education activities, serving hundreds more students all over Utah.

Dancer Training Objectives

● Encourage dancers to develop their own teaching philosophy while understanding the teaching
mission of the Company

● Educate dancers about how to incorporate Utah Dance Core Curriculum into their teaching
● Provide professional dancers the opportunity to improve children’s dance teaching skills
● Provide dance training for children ages 4-12 year

In-person creative dance classes, master classes, and workshops provided:

Events Districts Schools Home School
Students*

Hours Teachers
in-person

Students
in-person

Teachers
Virtual

Students
Virtual

99 10 42 4 166 100 1,248 0 0
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B. In-Person Residency Programs

KIDS IN MOTION ELEMENTARY SCHOOL RESIDENCY
At the beginning of the school year, the Company was still uncertain if we could do any in-depth residency

programs this year due to the school administrators’ cautionary attitude against the pandemic. We did not

know if schools would be willing to have any guest artists on their school grounds.  We were very happy to

find two schools where we could see eye to eye about  COVID strategies, which meant a safe, healthy

dancing and learning environment for both students and our Company dancers.

Kids In Motion is a two-week residency that includes a full suite of activities, in which the entire school is

involved in at least part of the program, and at least one “core” class designated by the school receives

in-depth instruction on a daily basis. Activities involve three classes per day for eight days taught by the

Company dancers to schoolchildren of any age and ability. Also included are a performance demonstration

by the Company – a student performance by the participating classes for all or part of the school and

invited family members. We encourage the schools to have parent/child dance events, as well as

professional development events for teachers which we arrange and provide for free of charge. Company

dancers collaborate with classroom teachers to help them expand instructional skills.

Our three teams of two Company dancers were able to work with six classrooms of pre-K, 1st and 3rd

graders from Liberty Elementary (Salt Lake district) as well as three classrooms of Kindergarteners and 1st

graders from Rose Park Elementary (Salt Lake district), both of which are Title-1 schools in our own

neighborhood.

Kids In Motion Objectives:
● Involve the whole child in an in-depth dance

experience as observer and participant, creator,

and critic

● Understand and articulate the elements of dance

● Help implement and extend the State Core

Curriculum for Dance in schools where

Ririe-Woodbury

Dance Company teaches

● Build community with Ririe-Woodbury Dance

Company dancers and students, parents, teachers,

and school administrators

● Work together with POPS dance organizations in

accomplishing the 3-year and 7-year plans

● Encourage community collaborations whenever

possible

Thank you notes from students
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HIGH SCHOOL CHOREOGRAPHY RESIDENCY
For the High School Choreography Residency, each Ririe-Woodbury dancer is partnered with at least one

high school a year to assist students in producing a piece of original choreography. These dances are

performed by the school’s dance company or program. The dancers work a minimum of fifteen hours at

each school, preceded by several hours of preparation and training. The High School Choreography

Residency is our best example of collaborations between Ririe-Woodbury dancers and teachers. There is

much co-planning for the choreographic project, which becomes a part of the high school dance company

concert. The choreography must be suited to the needs and abilities of the school dance program, while

auditioning students to appear in the choreography is a collaborative effort. Dance teachers and students

love that this program is available to them. The high caliber of work that a professional

dancer/artist/choreographer contributes enhances the quality of their student company concerts. This

school year, the following middle and high schools were served: Davis High School (Davis district), Granger

High School (Granite district), Lone Peak High School (Alpine district), Taylorsville High School (Granite

district), Farmington Jr. High School (Davis district), Centerville Jr. High School (Davis district), and Park City

High School (Park City district). To make sure we have effective communication and productive

relationships, we utilize our agreement form between Company dancers and the high school teachers.

Students getting to work with a professional who they had taken class from during the summer and who

they had seen perform on stage was hugely beneficial. Having them teach some technique as part of their

residency was great as well!

- Ashley Mott, dance educator from Park City High School

High School Choreography Residency Objectives:
● Offer high school students technique training in modern and contemporary dance

● Provide high school students with experience of creative process with a professional artist

● Assist students in developing and rehearsing choreography they can perform as part of their

company repertoire

● Assist dance programs in providing in-depth experiences following the Core Curriculum with primary

focus on Creative/Choreographic Processes and Meaning

● Building stronger relationships with area high school dance educators

and their students

In-Person Residency Programs provided:

Events Districts Schools Home School
Students*

Hours Teachers
in-person

Students
in-person

Teachers
Virtual

Students
Virtual

102 5 9 0 171 92 1,169 0 0
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C. In-Person Student Matinees and Lecture-Demonstrations

PC: Stuart Ruckman

FREE STUDENT MATINEE PERFORMANCE
Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company offers 10-12 free performances each year for Utah public and charter

primary and secondary schools. This year we had two performances for middle and high school students,

and one performance for K-6 grade levels. This school year’s student matinees were a continuation of a

return to the theater for the Company and reminded both the performers and the audience of the

immediacy and visceral experience a live dance performance could have.

The fall production of Total Ellipse and the winter production of Fill in the Blank

were designed for middle and high school students. Total Ellipse’s student matinee

was held at the Rose Wagner Performing Arts Center, and featured a

commissioned world premiere, Two Hearted by Keerati Jinakunwiphat, a New York

City based artist who was named Dance Magazine’s 25 to Watch in 2021. It also

included a world-premiere by Artistic Director, Daniel Charon, titled On Being. The

winter performance of Fill in the Blank offered three dances that brought the

perspectives of internationally esteemed and locally recognized artists to the stage

of the Regent Street Black Box Theater.  Choreographers Stefanie Batten Bland, Jo
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Blake, and Andrea Miller’s inspiring work remarked upon representation, change, and locating our

individuality.

The spring student matinee of Lo and Behold: Discover Diversity in Contemporary Dance! was a colorful

and dynamic assortment of dances. The content of this performance was designed specifically for grades

K-6, demonstrating the wide variety of ideas and creative processes that exist in the world of contemporary

dance. The dancers took the audience on an exciting journey of diverse movement styles and artistry

through the excerpts from five unique choreographer’s works (Andrea Miller, Culture Mill, Yin Yue,  Stefanie

Batten Bland, Daniel Charon), accompanied by narration by Education Director Ai Fujii Nelson. The audience

was invited to discover fun, important, and sometimes surprising facts about the artists and their

backgrounds, as well as the multiple ways of crafting a contemporary dance piece. We served a total of

1,199 students and 104 teachers through these  student matinees this year.

PC: Stuart Ruckman

In addition to the fact that this year marked the Company’s full return to in-person student matinees, we

were proud of our new program called Moving Parts: Sensory and Family Friendly performance.  The

Moving Parts series offered theater productions that welcomed individuals with a variety of needs,

including, but not limited to; young children and their families, people on the autism spectrum, people who

are deaf and hard of hearing, as well as first-time theatergoers. The performances were wiggle-friendly and

modified to allow for audience movement and vocal reactions. For this series, the staff and dancers were

trained to accommodate audience needs and responses. Everyone was welcome to enjoy the dance

performance in their own unique way, in a safe, non-judgmental environment.

What you could expect at our Moving Parts Family and Sensory Friendly Performance;

● An ASL interpreter

● A relaxed and inclusive atmosphere where the audience could feel comfortable during the

performance

● Permission to enter or exit the theater during the performance, with the assistance of ushers
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● The house lights would remain partially on during the performance rather than being turned

completely off

● The intensity of the theatrical lighting and sound effects was reduced

● A less-loud, cozy area was available for anyone who needed to take a break from the show

● Comfort kits/sensory bins, sunglasses, and ear muffs were available

For the Moving Parts student matinee in spring 2022, we had extra help from Vicky Floyd from the Utah

School for the Deaf and Blind. Ms.Floyd’s excellent training helped us understand the needs of her deaf

students. We were ecstatic to learn that Ms.Floyd was actually bringing her students from USDB to the live

performance. After the performance, Ms.Floyd sent us the message of appreciation below;

… I wanted to let you know immediately what a fabulous experience we had. The program was captivating;

lights, costuming, choreography, and length of each piece- it was all incredible. Our students and staff

couldn't express how much they enjoyed it. No worries about the last film, the ASL interpreter did a great job

interpreting. We are so grateful for your thoughtfulness and hope that you will please pass along our thanks

for a wonderfully inclusive experience. We can't wait to see what you do next!

- Vicky Floyd, educator from Utah School for the Deaf and Blind, 5/4/22

Peer Testimonials about the student matinee of Lo and Behold: Discover Diversity in Contemporary Dance

Ms. Paula Fowler,  Director of Education and Community Engagement at Utah Symphony/Utah Opera, was

in the audience at our Lo and Behold school matinee and wrote us a very encouraging Peer Review

Evaluation afterwards:

First of all, I was so proud to be associated with POPS while experiencing this program - it was carefully and

professionally presented, and was perfect for the group of students we saw in the audience. It was great to

have "diversity" as the theme.  It works in the cast of dancers, but also as a descriptive word about dance:

diversity of dance elements, diversity of styles of dance, diversity of choreographers, diversity of body parts

to use, etc. The program made great use of the theatre in a variety of teaching techniques and learning

styles:  well-crafted videos about diversity of states and areas of the world, and the involvement by video of

your Artistic Director as a choreographer was wonderful.  I like the brevity and focus of the teaching

materials, including links to lengthier info on the website.  Great to have the Dance Elements up front in the

materials.  It was a beautiful experience to be at the RW presentation.  Bravi tutti!

- Paula Fowler, Utah Symphony/Utah Opera

We really appreciate Ms.Fowler’s comment, who is a veteran educator with many years of experience. Ms.

Fowler herself is in the position to deal with students and teachers of all ages and abilities all year round

with Utah Symphony/Utah Opera. Her supportive comment delivered a huge validation and endorsement

of the educational soundness, positive impact, and artistry of our student matinee production.
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INTERACTIVE PERFORMANCE DEMONSTRATIONS IN SCHOOLS
Our in-school, Interactive Performance Demonstrations (Assemblies) are created to illustrate the

instrument and medium of dance, which are the BODY and MOVEMENT. The body and movement make the

elements of SPACE, SHAPE, TIME, and ENERGY. These very spirited, interactive and entertaining

performances are the best way to introduce the Company dancers to a school, allowing the dancers to

directly connect with the students. It is highly motivating for a student to have a dancer that they saw on

stage (or will see later) become a real person who teaches them about dance. Students are much more

eager to partake in a movement activity once they have seen the demonstration, which includes student

participation.  Ririe-Woodbury dancers bring the students and teachers a new level of excitement,

enthusiasm, and inspiration to the learning process at their school. The Education Director sends a

PowerPoint Pre-Assembly Activity Slide Show one to two weeks prior to the performance date to assist

teachers and students pre Company visit. The PowerPoint presentation is designed to enhance students’

learning by connecting information between the Utah State Core Standards and the actual performance

they are going to see.

We continued to incorporate more Spanish language in our performance demonstrations to make our

education programs more accessible to the increasingly diverse Utah student population. Some keywords,

including the Company motto “Dance is for Everybody” or “La danza es para todos” as well as the elements

of dance, “Espacio, Tiempo, Energia, y Forma,” were narrated in Spanish during the performance

demonstrations.

The performance demonstration allows for flexibility in a more intimate setting, and the program can easily

be changed to meet schools’ diverse schedules and needs. This year we were particularly adaptable - we

listened to each school’s different scenario with regards to COVID rules. At some schools we performed for

just one grade level or smaller groups, especially at the beginning of the year. As we witnessed the increase

in the teacher’s confidence we started performing for half of the school at some places, then finally the

whole school assembly at some others later in the year.  Every school was different, but we did our best

staying flexible and sensitive to how best we could serve each school.

The students love the interaction with the dancers. They love watching the dancers create space movements

- they loved this assembly. Even at recess the kids were out dancing like the dancers - we loved it.

- Karilyn Diede, Sierra Bonita Elementary School, Nebo District, Sept.2021

In-Person Lecture-Demonstrations and Student Matinees provided:

Events Districts Schools Home School
Students*

Hours Teachers
in-person

Students
in-person

Teachers
Virtual

Students
Virtual

35 10 46 0 36 627 11,380 0 0
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Thank you letters from students
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D. In-Person Rural Tours

This year we tried to regain our rhythm of touring rural areas to visit remote schools as much as possible,

because we recognize the importance of arts in the students' lives everywhere. We started with smaller,

shorter trips with utmost caution with COVID transmission. We were able to visit six remote school districts;

Box Elder, Logan, North Sanpete, South Sanpete, Iron, and Washington districts and serve 4,497 students

and 253 teachers in those areas. One

memorable event was the “Dance Day” at

Manti Elementary School in South

Sanpete district, where we visited during

one of our rural tours this year. We spent

the whole day, starting from our

performance demonstration, followed by

the whole school of 395 students dancing

throughout the rest of the day. Even if the

Company dancers and some students

were still donning masks, the energy was

palpable and the student engagement was

fantastic.

Company van takes the team everywhere in Utah.

Thank you so much for coming to our school today.  One of my students said he felt more alive after the

assembly.  I really appreciate how you made the show interactive to help keep the students involved.  We

look forward to having you come again.

- Melanie Peterson, Ellis Elementary School, Logan District, Oct.19th, 2021

Coverage: Four dance companies - Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company (RW), Repertory Dance Theater (RDT),

Ballet West, and Children’s Dance Theater (CDT) have designed a cooperative plan to serve every Utah

school district every three years. As a collective, we will serve schools by providing at least one of the

following: an in-school performance demonstration, movement classes, a teacher professional workshop, or

formal performance, which are all appropriate for K-12. At the end of 2018-2019, the three modern dance

companies and Ballet West accomplished their goal to serve every Utah elementary school willing to accept

a program during a period of 7 years beginning in 2012. CDT, RDT, and RW are now concentrating

on scheduling Arts-In-Education activities in the schools that have not been served. This plan requires

continuous communication and yearly group assessment and collaboration to stay on track toward

accomplishing the 3-year goal to visit every school district and 7-year goal to serve every school in the state.

Even with the interruption by the pandemic, we are keeping our eyes on the prize and swiftly getting back

to setting the goals for the coverage in the next few years of school to come.
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In-Person Rural Tour Provided:

Events Districts Schools Home School
Students*

Hours Teachers
in-person

Students
in-person

Teachers
Virtual

Students
Virtual

26 6 11 0 25 253 4,797 0 0

E. Virtual Live (live-streamed, synchronous) Programs

SALT LAKE VIRTUAL ELEMENTARY
Education Director Ai Fujii Nelson connected with Mr. Kenneth Limb, the principal of Salt Lake Virtual

Elementary (SLVE), at the beginning of the year and agreed to teach a weekly movement class for SLVE on

Thursdays. Ai taught the whole school from September through December for 30 minutes every Thursday.

Responding to the request from the school in January 2022, Ai started teaching for 1 hour every Thursday.

She taught lower grades for 30 minutes followed by a class for higher grades for another 30 minutes. Lesson

objectives always included the understanding of dance elements as defined in the Utah State Dance Core

curriculum, organically integrated into warm-up, cardio, and creative exercises.  To maintain consistency, Ai

recorded lessons several times for SLVE when she was out doing in-person education work with other

schools. SLVE turned out to be a great highlight of the year where the Education Director connected with

the same group of students on a regular basis. It was wonderful to see many teachers at SLVE, including Mr.

Limb participating. Building on the success of this year’s collaboration, Salt Lake Virtual Elementary and

Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company will continue to work together next year.

Having your dance class has made our school better. I know the parents
and teachers love that our students get the chance to be active and
learn at the same time.

- Kenneth Limb, Principal, Salt Lake Virtual Elementary

Thank you so much for the dance classes this year. My students looked
forward to every Thursday.

- Deanne Moore, first grade teacher, Salt Lake Virtual Elementary

Mr.Limb, Principal, Salt Lake Virtual Elementary
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VIRTUAL DANCE DAY
Using our knowledge from online teaching during the year 2020-21, we established a series of online dance

classes called the Virtual Dance Day. The Company held Virtual Dance Day classes on 10/6/2021,

2/2/2022,3/2/2022 and 4/6/2022,  offering them to all Utah schools. This way, we secured a way to

continue reaching out to the students who might not have the opportunity to dance or work with

professional artists. Teachers and students were given three or four time options on each Virtual Dance Day

to hop on Zoom for 30 minutes and dance with Ririe-Woodbury dancers as well as other Utah students.

Each 30 minute class was taught live by the Company dancers, who provided  instructions and connected

with the students in real-time. Students moved, created, expressed themselves, and had a lot of fun in the

30 minute classes. Each lesson was developed in accordance with Utah State Dance Core Curriculum.

Many educators who were still not comfortable engaging in in-person activities, who had discovered some

of these resources during the previous year, as well as those who purely wanted to participate, all decided

to sign up.  As a result, this was a very successful program; thousands of students and teachers participated

in the Virtual Dance Day this year.

I just wanted to reach out and let you know that our kids LOVED the virtual dance day last week. As an

online school, we are always searching for fun virtual activities. I was not sure what to expect when I signed

up for your Virtual Dance Day, but it was wonderful. Specifically, as a teacher, I appreciated that the

instructor used the students' names, gave personalized shout-outs, and was super energetic.

- 4th Grade Teacher, Davis Connect Online
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Virtual Live Programs Objectives
● Through dancing and sharing, contribute to the student’s overall health and learning; mental,

physical, emotional, and social well-being

● To reach out, connect, and serve the schools and districts who might not have opportunities to
dance or work with professional artists, and/or those who lack resources for art specialists on site

● Understand and articulate the elements of dance

● Help implement and extend the State Core Curriculum for Dance in schools where Ririe-Woodbury
Dance Company teaches

● Build community with Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company dancers along with students, parents,
teachers, and school administrators

Virtual Live Programs Provided:

Events Districts Schools Home School
Students*

Hours Teachers
in-person

Students
in-person

Teachers
Virtual

Students
Virtual

55 15 54 3 41 0 0 396 8,728

Thank you note from a student
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F. Virtual Asynchronous Programs: Film and Other Resources

CREATIVE LEAPS: INSPIRATIONS FROM CONTEMPORARY ART AND DANCE

The pandemic years were challenging but also taught us many valuable lessons. One of the particularly

useful skill sets we developed during that time was how to create high-quality digital resources. By

mid-2021, we were ready to expand our online library and make it available to schools. Just around that

time, we started a conversation with the Utah Museum of Fine Arts about a potential partnership between

our two education departments. Together we decided to develop a brand new film project called Creative

Leaps: Inspirations from Contemporary Art and Dance. The intended audience for this educational film

included but was not limited to teachers, students, community members, and their families in K-6 grades.

In addition to the films from the previous year, Blue Sky Theatre and Live Creature and Ethereal Things,

which some educators continued using this year, Creative Leaps served many new students and teachers

this season.

The content of Creative Leaps guides the viewers on a journey to react and respond to amazing works of

diverse dance and visual art. Through an exploration of storytelling, artistic elements, and the similarities
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and differences between art forms, the film empowers viewers to engage creatively and actively express

their own ideas and feelings about the world around them by participating in interactive activities

throughout the film. UMFA and Ririe-Woodbury co-developed the teacher resources in English and Spanish,

as well as a version of the film with ASL interpretation. Both organizations prepared everything to be

available for free on the company websites. By doing so, we successfully doubled up on the networks and

resources to make this film more accessible in the schools. We collaborated with the local film company

TWIG Lab Media to record, edit, and produce the film and we released it and the accompanying resources

in November 2021. Since its release, this film has been watched and/or utilized by 15,885 students and 692

teachers all over Utah.  Currently, UMFA and Ririe-Woodbury are in conversation about developing a field

trip/creative museum visit and/or workshops, to promote this film again in the school year 2022-23.,

Truly fabulous. What a wonderful video, beautifully filmed, beautifully danced, and beautifully directed. I

must say, over the years, I have seen many non-profit videos both for dance and for other miscellaneous

educational purposes. The quality of the work was amazing!! So technically skilled and dynamically danced,

I was in awe. And occasionally in tears. It is very moving to see those children talking about what they see

and then moving with a sense of both joy and adventure. You all are to be commended.

- Jon Scoville, a retired University of Utah professor and music composer whose music track was used

for one of the scenes in Creative Leaps

CREATIVE LEAPS LEARNING OUTCOMES:

● Explore the basic elements of expression that contemporary visual and performing art are built on

● Discover similarities and differences of contemporary dance and visual art

● Learn that contemporary art is a way to actively express and respond to ideas, feelings, and topics
that are present in our world today and represents diverse voices and backgrounds

● Be creative and use art to express themselves through various activities

● Understand that artists find inspiration through many different forms (for example - other works of
art, human body and movement, the place or the environment the artist is in, what is going on in
the world, who they are, or something they care deeply about)

● Observe and learn about contemporary artists as well as many forms of contemporary art in our
own community and other communities (dance, sculpture, stop-motion film, painting, mural,
representative work, and abstract work)

Virtual Asynchronous Programs Provided:

Events Districts Schools Home School
Students*

Hours Teachers
in-person

Students
in-person

Teachers
Virtual

Students
Virtual

153 21 95 0 78 0 0 938 24,050
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4. DOCUMENTATION OF THREE-YEAR ROTATION TO ALL SCHOOLS AND
DISTRICTS

Please see attached spreadsheet with all charter schools, public schools, and 4 reporting columns: SY20,

SY21, SY22, Projected SY23

Number of schools served in each district.

DISTRICT
2019 - 2020 2020 - 2021 2021 - 2022

Projected
2022 - 2023

Alpine  5 31 9 X

Beaver  0 0 0

Box Elder 0 5 4
Cache 4 10 0 X

Canyons 9 15 4 X

Carbon  0 0 1 X

Daggett  0 0 0 X

Davis  15 39 26 X

Duchesne  0 1 1 X

Emery  0 4 1
Garfield 0 2 1 X
Grand  0 0 0

Granite 33 48 32 X

Iron  0 3 5
Jordan 15 36 19 X
Juab  0 2 0
Kane  0 1 1 X

Logan 0 4 2 X

Millard  2 0 0
Morgan  2 2 1
Murray  4 7 6 X
Nebo 6 13 10
N. Sanpete 0 0 2
N. Summit  1 1 0
Ogden 0 0 3 X
Park City  4 3 5 X
Piute  0 1 0
Provo  1 5 3 X
Rich  3 0 0
SLC 19 25 25 X

San Juan  0 0 0
Sevier 0 1 1
S. Sanpete 0 0 1
S. Summit  1 0 0
Tintic 0 0 0 X
Tooele 1 1 1 X
Uintah  0 1 0 X
Wasatch 0 0 1 X
Washington 3 3 2
Wayne  0 0 0 X
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Weber  1 1 0
Charter  14 18 12 X
USDB 0 0 3 X

Total Schools
Visited/Served 143 283 182
Total Districts
Visited/Served 13 27 26

5. SUMMARY OF ORGANIZATION’S SELF-EVALUATION

Cost Effectiveness Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company matches POPS funding 1-to-1 (of total funding) to
provide as many educational services as possible to K-12 students in the State of Utah. On average
Ririe-Woodbury allocates 100% Education Director's time, 70% Outreach Director's time as well as up to
thirty-three weeks of dancer's schedule towards education in the state of Utah.  This includes: Jr. and high
school teacher training; touring throughout the State; high school workshops; dancer training specifically
for education; free student matinees,  and creative movement classes in the schools.

Due to travel and COVID-19 safety restrictions, the Company transitioned and complemented our education
programming the past three seasons.  In addition to the multiple virtual class offering, three fully-produced
free student matinees were presented, as well as an edited version of The Live Creature & Ethereal Things,
the creation of films Blue Sky Theater and Creative Leaps. Every public offering during the season was
evaluated for education opportunities.  Thus making most Company activities multifaceted and financially
feasible.

Procedural Efficiency. Ririe-Woodbury coordinates with district arts coordinators, principals, and
teachers to create educational residencies and activities that are specifically tailored to the specific needs of
each school.  Prior to each student virtual matinee, educational materials are provided to each school for
advance preparation and post-residency learning.  Since the 1980s, the Company has maintained detailed
records of each activity – including the number of students and teachers served, as well as grade level,
school names, and school districts visited, and if they are Title-1. These records and outcomes are
consistently reviewed and evaluated in order to refine our programming for maximum effectiveness.

Collaborative Practices. Ririe-Woodbury’s education program is strengthened by ongoing collaborations
with school administrations, teachers, district administrators, parent/teacher organizations, community
leaders, and the other POPS organizations. Finding ways to collaborate with other POPS organizations has
been particularly valuable to the development of educational programming.  When thematic programs align
with other POPS organizations in particular, our education programs are deeper, and have a greater impact
given that they involve several genres.

Educational Soundness. Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company’s Education Program addresses the Utah Core
Curriculum Standards for dance with attention to the development of life skills through the creative process
mandated by the Utah State Board of Education. Annually, we also conduct a 5-day Company dancer
training workshop, which develops teaching skills through in-depth discussion of philosophy and creative
teaching practices and demonstration classes taught by master teachers. In addition to these training, the
Company and dancers are invested in diversity, equity and inclusion in all of our programs.  Reviewing how
the Company might serve our community in a more inclusive way. Our education programs and materials
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are internally monitored using the expertise of Education Director Ai Fujii Nelson and Outreach Director
Juan Carlos Claudio.  Both Ms. Nelson and Mr. Claudio have Master's Degrees applicable to the field of
dance.

Professional Excellence. Education Director Ai Fujii Nelson, who brings years of experience as a
professional dancer with several companies, and as a dance educator with a degree, oversees our program.
She has taught extensively nationally and internationally, including the University of Utah, Utah Valley
University, Weber State University, Salt Lake Community College, University of Auckland (New Zealand),
New York University Tisch School of the Arts, Stanford University, Ballet West, Tanner Dance, Salt Lake City
Ballet, Repertory Dance Theater, and Touch Compass Dance Company (New Zealand). Ms. Nelson has also
worked with students from over 50 elementary schools across the State as a creative dance teacher.  She
uses her experience and knowledge in programming and executing the Company’s education activities for
K-12 schoolchildren, while maintaining high teaching standards for the Company dancers through annual
dancer training workshops and regular mentoring.  Our dancers/teachers are full-time dance professionals
and all hold university degrees in dance.

The U.S. Department of State and Brooklyn Academy of Music tour of South Korea and Mongolia the entire
month of May 2018 was a momentous endorsement of our Educational Program.  This was by invitation,
not application, and Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company was invited because of its educational work.

Resultant Goals, Plans for Continued Growth. Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company continues to
participate in POPS peer evaluations, and to improve our evaluation practices. We also constantly consider
new ways to use social media and online platforms to solicit and receive immediate feedback on our
programs, including in-school and other educational activities. Additionally, we continue to train and
develop the teaching skills of our dancers. Together as a team, we strive to stay relevant and responsive to
increasingly diverse classrooms in Utah schools. We will continue to find pathways for educational equity,
diverse representation, and inclusion of multiple voices and expressions in all of our programs.

Non-Profit Status: Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company is a non-profit 501(c) (3) organization; tax I.D.
#87-0294341

Other Information/comments for the Recertification Committee:

Thank you so much for reviewing our application, and for everything you

do for our POPS community!

Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company is entering its 59th season in 2022-2023!

We hope to see you next year.
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Statement of Compliance

To the best of my knowledge, Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company
Organization Name

complies with all requirements of Board Rule R277- 444 and this report is accurate.

Education Director Signature: Date: June 29, 2022

Executive Director Signature: Date: June 29, 2022


